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Abstract: Emblem photo and industrial play a vital feature to 

beautify up any commercial enterprise ordinary performance as 

emblem image is an implied device which can clearly trade 

humans’s searching for behaviors and business is behaving as a 

using pressure for any enterprise because it’s an effective supply 

to supply your message and stay in customer’s thoughts. The 

motive of this take a look at is to take a look at the effect of brand 

photograph and advertisement on consumer shopping for conduct 

in the majority at Gujranwala city. Questionnaire survey have 

become used to gather the records by using the usage of using non 

opportunity accessible sampling approach. A sample of two 

hundred questionnaires turn out to be used in which a hundred 75 

responses had been collected inside the length of one month. 

Findings display that brand photograph and business have strong 

great have an effect on and large relationship with consumer 

purchasing for conduct. humans recognize the emblem image 

with powerful mindset. take a look at depicted that young adults in 

Gujranwala are extra privy to their social reputation simply so 

they decide upon branded products and advertisement impacts 

their purchaser searching for behavior genuinely. inside the final 

of article limitations of research, implications and 

recommendations for similarly studies also blanketed. [2 ],[ 4],[6]  

Keywords : Brand image, Advertisement, Consumer Buying 

Behavior.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

A  check on preservation manage In a emblem this is broadly 

diagnosed within the marketplace acquires emblem 

reputation. whilst logo reputation builds up to some extent in 

which a logo enjoys a important mass of effective sentiment 

in the marketplace, it's miles stated to have finished brand 
franchise. One aim in logo recognition is the identification of 

a emblem with out the selection of the organisation present. 

as an example, Disney has been a success at branding with 

their particular script font (before everything created for Walt 

Disney's "signature" brand), which it used within the logo for 

pass.com customers can also appearance on branding as an 

important fee added element of services or products, as it 

often serves to denote a certain appealing wonderful or 
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function (see moreover brand promise). From the mind-set of 

brand proprietors, branded products or services moreover 

command higher charges. in which  merchandise resemble 

each unique, but sincerely one in each of the products has no 

related branding (alongside facet a common, hold-branded 

product), people can also moreover often pick out out the 

extra highly-priced branded product at the idea of the 

tremendous of the brand or the recognition of the brand 

owner.. [1],[ 3],[5] 

II. BRAND AWARENESS 

Brand attention refers to customers' capability to don't forget 

and apprehend the logo below super situations and link to the 
emblem name, emblem, jingles and so forth to immoderate 

high-quality associations in reminiscence. It lets in the 

customers to apprehend to which services or products 

elegance the proper emblem belongs and what services and 

products are offered below the logo name. [7],[ 9] ,[11]It 

moreover guarantees that clients understand which in their 

desires are glad with the useful resource of the brand via its 

merchandise (Keller). brand interest is of important 

importance for the reason that clients will no longer endure in 

mind your logo if they'll be not aware of it. 'brand love', or 

love of a emblem, is an emerging term encompassing the 
perceived price of the logo photograph. brand love degrees 

are measured via social media posts about a emblem, or 

tweets on net web web sites which incorporates Twitter. 

becoming a Face e-book fan of a selected brand is also a 

length of the amount of 'logo love'. [8],[ 10] ,[12] 

III. BRAND PROMISE 

The marketer and owner of the brand has a imaginative and 

prescient of what the logo need to be and do for the 
purchasers. brand promise is what a selected brand stands for 

(and has stood for within the past). It has its roots from the 

identity that it profits over a time frame. usually, emblem 

promise is an characteristic commonplace to 'determine' 

producers. Herein, the emblem can also moreover 

appreciably stand for high-quality, average performance, 

trust, or faux ensures. however, the extensions, or the 

manufacturers under the parent logo umbrella, can also stand 

for my part for a particular trait which it has delivered over 

time,  
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for example, 'the first-rate glowing teeth', or 'the relied on 

economic corporation to monetary group with for hundreds 

of years', et al. [13], [15] ,[ 17] 

A. Global brand 

A international brand is one this is appeared to mirror the 

equal set of values spherical the area. worldwide 

manufacturers flow past their origins and create sturdy 

enduring relationships with customers all through 

international locations and cultures. they'll be producers 

presented in international markets. Examples of worldwide 

manufacturers consist of Face e-book, Apple, Coca-Cola, 

McDonald's, credit card, hole and Sony. those manufacturers 
are used to sell the same product in some unspecified time in 

the destiny of a couple of markets and can be considered a hit 

to the extent that the associated merchandise are without 

difficulty recognizable with the beneficial aid of the severa 

set of clients. [14],[ 16], [18] 

IV. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

The main purpose of this undertaking become to look at the 

market phase of readymade garment for RACHNA growth.   
• It's far helpful for advertising department to recognise 

which incentive is greater effective to enhance the sales. 

• To know the non-public perspectives of humans  

Concerning options to Readymade garments. 

• To look at the impact of logo name on buying selection. 

• To have a look at the influence of advertising and 

marketing approach on buying decision. 

• Discover aspect influencing the humans at the time of 

buying Garment/material. best, durability, variety, fee 

availability logo[19],[21],[23] 

 

V. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Research refers to a search for understanding. it's miles a 

scientific technique of amassing and recording the statistics 

inside the form of numerical records relevant to the 

formulated trouble and arriving at certain conclusions over 

the hassle based totally on accumulated statistics. [20],[ 22], 

[24]as a result components of the trouble is the primary and 

principal step in the research technique observed by means of 
the collection, recording, tabulation and evaluation and 

drawing the conclusions. The hassle formulation begins with 

defining the hassle or quantity of problems inside the useful 

vicinity. To hit upon the useful location and find the precise 

problem is maximum crucial a part of any studies as the entire 

research is based at the hassle.in keeping with Clifford 

Woody research incorporates defining and redefining 

troubles, formulating hypothesis or advised answers: 

gathering, organizing and evaluating information: making 

deductions and reaching conclusions: and at closing 

cautiously testing the conclusions to decide whether they 
healthy the formulating speculation.Studies may be defined 

as “the manipulation of things, ideas or symbols for the 

reason of generalizing to extend, correct or verify 

information, whether that knowledge aids in creation of 

concept or inside the exercise of an art” 

 In brief, the search for knowledge via goal and systematic 

method of finding method to a problem is studies. 

[25],[27],[29] 

 

 

DRAFTING QUESTIONNAIRE 

The questionnaire is considered because the maximum 

critical component in a survey operation. hence it have to be 

carefully constructed. dependent questionnaire include best 

constant opportunity questions. Such kind of questionnaire is 

less expensive to analysis and easy to administer 
 

 

 INTERPRETATION & ANALYSIS OF DATA 

Have you heard about RACHNA WOOLEN MILL? 

 

Table:1 
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Fig:1 

INTERPRETATION: The above chart show that 

RACHNA is well known brand & it is known by more 

than two third of people in two cities.    

 

(1) From where you like to buy RACHNA 

GARMENT? 

Table:2 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Fig:2 
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INTERPRETATION: Though people are more conscious 

about quality and branded clothes but not conscious in the 

fabrics. As the graph indicates that retail shop are    most 

prefer by customer than other. [26],[28],[30] 

 

( 1 )  W h e n  y o u b uy  g a r me n t ?  

Table:3 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Fig:3 

INTERPRETATION: Mostly the customer comfort to buy 

fabrics during festival season like Diwali marriage season or 

on sales 

 

 

( 1 )  W h a t  a r e  t h e  f a c t or s  w h i c h  a r e  

i mp or t a n t  w h i l e  b uy i n g  t h e  g a r me n t ?  

Table:4 

 
 

 
 

 

Fig:4 

I N T E R P R E T A T I O N :  T h e  a b o v e  d a t a  r e v e a l s  

t h a t  m os t l y p e op l e  g o  t o  R e i d  &  T a yl o r .  

( 1 )  W h i c h  ma j or  i mp r o ve me n t  i n  

R A C H N A  W O O L E N  M I L L  w o ul d  

a u t o ma t i c a l l y  s t i m ul a t e  t o  b u y  t h e m?  

T a b l e : 5  

 
 

 
 

Fig:5 

INTERPRETATION: Analysis of the above data reveals 
that the major improvement in RACHNA advertisement 

 

( 1 )  D oe s  a d ve r t i s i n g  i n f l ue n c e  y o ur  

b uy i n g  d e c i s i o n  a b o u t  

G a r me n t / F a b r i c s ?   

T a b l e : 6  

 

 

 

F i g : 6  

I N T E R P R E T A T I O N :  

 

7 0 %  c u s t om e r  s a i d  a d v e r t i s i n g  

i n f l u e n c e  t h e i r  bu y i n g  d e c i s i on  a n d  

3 0 %  c u s t om e r  s a i d  t h e i r  bu yi n g  

d e c i s i on  n o t  d e p e n d  u p on  a d ve r t i s i n g .  
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VI. RESULTS 

 
Readymade clothes are greater favored than fabrics in clients. 

 Teenagers segment provide extra preference to the 

readymade garment than fabric garments/ fabrics in the main 

offered by way of client every so often. 

 Kids segment is the frequent consumer of clothes. 

 Retail store is the most desired region for buying 

garments /fabric. 

 Mall and one-of-a-kind store are popular among 

kids. 

 Logo name impacts the buying selection of the 

client. 

 Advertising and marketing has splendid impact 

on the product sale. 

 Television is the maximum famous media for 

advertising among patron. Newspaper, magazines 

and billboards also appeal to customer interest. 

 Celebration attracts the consumer for the specific 

product. 

 Price is the crucial factor at the same time as 

making buying choice. Availability of product is 

likewise the one of the aspect which affects 

shopping for decision. 

 Clients are aware of emblem name RACHNA 

fabrics but they may be no longer a whole lot 

privy to its readymade garment logo REDA 

 RACHNA fabric has impression of high best and 

reliable products inside the market. 

 No with no trouble availability of RACHNA 

product is one in every of its drawbacks.  

 Low income compared to market ability, 

 Less advertisement of the product in comparison 

to other agency. 

 There's a need of a proper statistics, 
encouragement & motivation related to customer. 

 

VII. DISCUSSION 

 

 

Corporation must reform its advertising strategies. 

 Corporation may go for reposition its emblem picture. 

 The  product excellent ought to be advanced 
 Corporation have to put effort in growing sales by means 

of imparting presents and discounts. 

 Organisation ought to makes techniques for rural market. 

 As we understand that multi logo showrooms are greater 

popular within the semi city towns likes Phagwara, Jalandhar 

etc. so the agency should cognizance on strengthening the 

deliver chain a good way to make manufacturers available 

with maximum outlets. 

 RACHNA can open extra shops of its personal. Retailing 

is one of the growing sectors which give decent margins. 

 Extra classified ads of their merchandise locally in 
addition to country wide level. 

 Sponsoring the pupil’s activities like technical pageant, 

management capabilities. 

 Rent superstar to propose the emblem.  

 Survey should be undertaken every so often to have 

information approximately the developments inside the 

market 

VIII. CONCLUSION  

During my education, I was completely assisted via the 
management and the group of workers of RACHNA to carry 

out my project paintings. There is a good harmony, 

coordination and information between them that makes the 

jogging of the mill fairly green and smooth. concerning my 

project take a look at, I understand that there's a tremendous 

capability for institutional income inside the market and 

RACHNA is properly prepared to fulfill the call for 

concerning the exceptional and amount of 

GARMENT&fabrics. [31],[33],[35] 

 

RACHNA lacks exposure in cooperate quarter. Many human 

beings are prejudiced about the incorrect interest paid to the 
client at the mill. the relationship of the dealers with retailers 

isn't always wholesome. sellers do not pay attention to the 

proceedings by the shops. also a few court cases regarding the 

loss of life and color fastness were encountered during 

survey. The completing and durability of the RACHNA 

GARMENT became highly preferred[32] 
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